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Why this song could turn the money system upside
down overnight.
(Further headlines at the end of the document)

21.05.2019
The label of the band DIE DIE BE competes with the financial system and invents
its own currency. This currency, printed and circulated, enables its owner to buy
from the thieves. This currency bears the name of a song from the first EP of the
band DIE DIE BE and the song is called Fake Money.

On Labour Day, 1 May 2019 at 5 p.m., Die Diebe and
DIE DIE BE gave away one billion Fake Money in all
major Swiss cities: Zug, Geneva, Zurich, Basel, Berne, Lausanne, Lucerne, St. Gallen, Lugano, Biel and
even Bellinzona – just in time for the end of the main
shifts.
According to their own statement, they wanted to
take the liberation of everyone a big step further. The

With Fake Money
you can buy everything virtual of
the online shop
Zentrale.shop
with 100% discount.

value of a currency results from everyone's belief in it.
That’s why they now have printed their own "fake money" and are selling and distributing it.

Self-liberated Robin Hoods
Catholics donate extraordinarily generously to Notre Dame, just as Die Diebe donate,
but rather vice versa, namely in the sense of Robin Hood. Their online shop has been
set up accordingly: it brings back the independence of all producers.
Whoever produces something … be it a picture, a song, a film, a hat ... can sell it
through their shop without having to give a share to Die Diebe. You can contact Diebin
Lili directly at lili@diediebe.ch for more information.
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Those who missed the Fake Money day can buy
Fake Money. Die Diebe now oﬀer FM 100 for CHF
1.
This action had serious consequences for the collective of
the arts Die Diebe. It got into the crosshairs of the international financial market. The Finma examines its Fake Money for
the possibility of prosecution for financial fraud (or financial
force readmission) of the simplest and most honest kind.

In the following interview Die Diebe told us a little
more about their actions and their ulterior motives.
WHY DID YOU MAKE YOUR OWN CURRENCY?

DD: Because everyone can. The financial system is based on the simplest mathematical principles. I print money and give it a value. If this value is generally accepted, it can
be traded. For example by exchanging goods.
WHY DOESN'T EVERYBODY DO THAT?

DD: Because a few forbid it to everyone. The law states that if money is printed by anyone else and given value, criminal prosecution will take place. Through this simple method these few gained as much power to be able to write down one of their wild desires
in our constitution.
WHAT DESIRE?

DD: That only they can print money. As much as they want.
AND WHY AREN'T YOU BEING PROSECUTED?

DD: We got caught and our money was taken. But we are not afraid. We call our money
Fake Money. Counterfeit money. This way it’s clearly declared to be counterfeit money,
which in turn protects us under criminal law. Our money is Fake.
WHY THEN DO PEOPLE BUY SO SUCCESSFULLY WITH IT IN YOUR ONLINE SHOP?

DD: Because they believe in our Fake Money. This is a clear case of secrecy by public
disbelief or forest and trees and such not to see. Actually we did all this just as a simple
promotion for the song of DIE DIE BE called Fake Money. We were surprised people
took it seriously and bought from us. We clearly said this money is not real. People
didn't care, they believed us and believe in us, as people, as artists.
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WHY DO YOU THINK DID THEY BELIEVE YOU, BUY YOUR MONEY AND WITH IT, AND THEN PUT
THIS FAKE MONEY INTO CIRCULATION?

DD: Maybe because of the content of the song? Maybe they realized how Fake the
Swiss franc and other money is and how unfake our Fake Money must be in return?
Yes, it seems paradoxical! But if you listen to the song and understand it, then maybe
you also understand more and believe in us.
IS FAKE MONEY A DANGEROUS SONG FOR OUR FINANCIAL SYSTEM?

DD: Yes, we fear it might be banned under pressure of the financial lobby. Its review by
Spotify, iTunes and other major platforms is still pending and that’s really strange. Fortunately, we can make our own websites and still get the song to people. We can't estimate how long our pages will be able to withstand the pressure. That's why you urgently need to listen to this song as soon as possible: www.diediebe.com/destroythefear
We are curious to see how things will continue and would be happy to keep you up to
date. Please contact Lili: lili@diediebe.ch

www.diediebe.ch
www.zentrale.shop
www.diediebe.com/destroythefear

Why you shouldn't hear that song.
or

Why banking institutions fear a song.
or

New bills brought into circulation
or

A billion fake money put into circulation
or

Lucerne Collective of the Arts, called Die Diebe,
caught and in distress because of counterfeit money
scandal

